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I. QuesGons
1. How many vehicles used the ferry on a typical weekday or
weekend and on public holidays?
2. Which type of vehicle was most common?
3. What proporGon of vehicles belonged to Island residents?
4. Which holidays were busiest in 2015?
5. What was the paEern of daily demand on weekdays,
weekends & holidays?
6. Which ferries ran full?

II. Data and Methods
Lummi Island Ferry- Daily
Traﬃc & Sales Report
The Ferry crew collects round trip
fares during the trip from Gooseberry
Point to Lummi Island and records
data on ferry usage on the “Lummi
Island Ferry- Daily Traﬃc & Sales
Report” at right.
At LIFAC’s request, the Public Works
Department retrieved a selecGon of
these reports for 2015 & photocopied
them.
Data on punch book sales, punch cards
and non-fares from 162 reports were
transferred into the same columns on
a spreadsheet and analyzed.

II. Data and Methods
Assump?ons & Deﬁni?ons
Daily Traﬃc & Sales Reports were
selected for dates to represent ferry
use in 2015, parGcularly looking at:
1.

Non-holiday Days represented by
35 days (Monday through Sunday)
selected randomly throughout the
year (10% sample; usage data on
1,202 scheduled sailings).

2.

Public holiday Days, represented
by the 36 Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays corresponding to the 12
public holidays in 2015 shown at
right (100% sample; usage data
on 912 scheduled sailings).

.

II. Data and Methods
Assump?ons & Deﬁni?ons
There are three factors which determine
the demand and supply for ferry
crossings:
1. Number of vehicles seeking ferry
passage at a parGcular Gme.
2. Number of trips the ferry makes each
day. There are 39 scheduled sailings/day
on weekdays, 19/day on Saturdays and
18/day on Sundays. The Captain can, and
did, add addiGonal sailings at his
discreGon.
3. Deck space on the Chief. The Chief’s
deck space can accommodate a maximum
of 20 cars/ light pick up trucks.
The Traﬃc Report records vehicles in
terms of weight (primarily) rather than
size of ‘footprint.’ Therefore it was
necessary to convert the vehicle fare
classes into deck space equivalents.
A car or light pick up truck is assigned a
factor of 1.0. All other vehicles are a
mulGple of the car “deck space unit.”
The Chief can carry a maximum of 20.0
Deck Space Units.

.

III. Answers
1. How many vehicles
used the ferry on a
typical weekday,
typical weekend and
on public holidays in
2015?
2. Which type of
vehicle was most
common?
3. What proporGon of
vehicles belonged to
Island residents?

Days
Weekdays

Average Ferry Usage in 2015
Cars & Light Pick-ups
Other Vehicles
# per day
# per trip
# per day
# per trip
325
8.4
9
0.22

Vehicle Origin
Visitors
Residents
18%

82%

Weekends

274

9

7

0.22

26%

74%

Holidays

302

8.3

4

0.13

28%

72%

Average ferry usage was highest on weekdays, reﬂecGng
commuter demand.
Nearly all of the trips were by cars & light pickup trucks. Only 2-3%
of the trips were by other types of vehicles (motorcycles, trucks &
vehicles with trailers).
Punch card sales are a proxy for vehicle origin. Visitors accounted
for 1/5 of ferry usage on weekdays. Visitors were 1/4 of ferry
usage on weekends and nearly 1/3 of usage on holiday weekends.

III. Answers
4. Which holidays were
busiest in 2015?

Number of Cars Taking the Ferry
to Lummi Island on Holiday Weekends
in 2015
1800
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Total Cars

Labor Day weekend was the busiest (1,621 cars),
parGcularly as the holiday coincides in the U.S. and
Canada. Victoria Day (1,342) and the Fourth of July
(1,338) weekends were in second place.
The inﬂows on these and the other Canadian
holidays show the signiﬁcance of Canadians as
second home owners and holiday makers on Lummi.

III. Answers
5. What was the paEern of
daily demand on weekdays,
weekends & holidays?

.

The following 10 graphs show the demand
for travel for each sailing for each day from
Monday through Sunday for weeks without
holidays and for Friday, Saturday and Sunday
on holiday weekends.
Demand is the percent (%) of the Chief’s deck
space occupied by vehicles. It is calculated as
the total Deck Space Units for all vehicles on
board divided by 20, which is the total Deck
Space Units available on the Chief.
There is considerable varia?on in demand
throughout the day.

Understanding the graphs
•

•

The varia?on in demand from one day to
the next is strikingly diﬀerent.

•

The varia?on in demand between nonholiday weekends and holiday weekends is
also strikingly diﬀerent.

•

Each verGcal bar has a blue Gck mark in the middle which indicates the
mean (or average) percentage of the deck space occupied by vehicles for
that sailing.
The top of the verGcal bar is 1 standard deviaGon above the mean and
the boEom of the verGcal bar is 1 standard deviaGon below the mean.
The standard deviaGon is a measure of how spread out from the mean
the other values for percent deck space are.
The higher the mean and the smaller the standard deviaGon, i.e. the
shorter and higher the verGcal bar on the graph, the greater the
probability of congesGon at that sailing Gme.
Unscheduled or ‘extra’ sailings are also shown on each graph. They
appear as small blue dashes or diamonds without verGcal bars because
they are one Gme events. The captain adds extra sailings according to the
level of demand and, due to the variability in demand, all the extra
sailings shown would be unlikely to happen on any one given day.
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Demand for Deck Space on the 'Whatcom Chief'
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Demand for Deck Space on the 'Whatcom Chief'
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Demand for Deck Space on the 'Whatcom Chief'
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III. Answers
6. Which ferries ran full?

The largest number of full ferries was on nonholiday Thursdays & Saturdays and on holiday
Fridays & Saturdays.
Understanding the following table
Ferries that ran full were deﬁned as those sailings where vehicles occupied 95100% of the deck space. These were sailings where the top of the verGcal bar in
the previous graphs equaled or exceeded 95%. Put another way, full runs were
those in which the mean + standard deviaGon of percent deck space used was
equal to or greater than 95%.
The data analysis could be extended beyond a standard deviaGon indicaGon of
full capacity used in this report to further idenGfy which sailing Gmes or periods
of the day may be congested
The sailing Gmes shown in red are ‘extra sailings’ which were added to the
scheduled sailings at the discreGon of the captain.
The number at the top of the column for each day is the total sailings at full
capacity on that day.

Which ferries ran full?
Gooseberry Point to Lummi Island - 2015

Non-Holidays & Holidays Compared
Non-Holiday Weeks
Monday
ê

2
1:10pm
3:10pm

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
ê
ê
ê

5
1:10pm
3:10pm
4:10pm
5:00pm
7:20pm

6
3:10pm
4:10pm
5:00pm
5:20pm
6:00pm
6:20pm

7
3:10pm
3:30pm
5:00pm
5:20pm
5:30pm
6:10pm
7:10pm

Friday
ê

Saturday
ê

Sunday
ê

4
3:10pm
4:10pm
5:00pm
5:20pm

12
9:10am
11:00am
12:00pm
12:10pm
12:30pm
12:50pm
1:30pm
3:00pm
3:40pm
4:40pm
5:10pm
6:10pm

3
1:10pm
2:10pm
3:10pm

Long Holiday Weekends
Friday
ê

Saturday
ê

Sunday
ê

12
1:10pm
3:10pm
3:30pm
3:40pm
4:10pm
4:30pm
5:00pm
5:20pm
5:40pm
6:00pm
7:20pm
9:00pm

13
12:10pm
1:10pm
1:50pm
2:10pm
2:30pm
3:10pm
3:50pm
4:10pm
4:30pm
5:10pm
5:40pm
5:50pm
6:30pm

2
12:30pm
1:10pm

IV. Discussion
In se4ng out for a trip to the mainland, the
ﬁrst ques:on is “Which ferry should I be on?”
The correct answer is cri:cal especially for
those who need to be at work or school at a
par:cular hour or to catch a movie, a plane
or to meet friends. The above analysis shows
(a) excess capacity exists at most :mes of the
day but (b) most sailings have a high degree
of variability in the capacity used and
therefore (c) there is uncertainty.
At right are three ways to manage the
demand for ferry crossings:

1. Purposely inﬂuence the number of vehicles seeking ferry passage at a
parGcular Gme by supplying users with more informaGon than they have
now. Those with more ﬂexibility could then shir to sailings with likely lower
demand. Here are three ways to add informaGon to help the public make
beEer decisions about “What ferry should I be on?”
•
On the public ferry schedule (paper and web-based) shade in those
sailings likely to be congested and label them ‘peak demand period’ so
that people with less Gme criGcal needs will know to avoid these Gmes.
•
Install webcams on each dock so that ferry users can see the length of the
ferry line in real Gme before they leave home for the ferry dock or leave
town for the return trip. WSDOT currently provides this service for all
four border crossings and all Washington State Ferries. See
hEp://www.wsdot.wa.gov/ferries/vesselwatch/
CameraDetail.aspx#term1.
•
Introduce congesGon pricing for sailings in peak demand periods.
2. Number of trips the ferry makes each day. There are 39 scheduled sailings/
day on weekdays, 19/day on Saturdays and 18/day on Sundays. The Captain
can add extra sailings at his discreGon. This understanding currently
appears to work well.
3. Changes in the conﬁgura?on of the ferry and docks which increase
throughput (vehicles moved/hour).
•
Install webcams on each dock so that the ferry captain and crew can see
the number and types of vehicles ler behind as they leave and vehicles
waiGng to load before they arrive. Prior knowledge could make for
quicker and safer loading, parGcularly at night or in inclement weather.
With a new ferry, possible changes in:
•
Deck/dock designs to speed Ge-up, ramp lowering and loading/unloading
•
A more powerful engine for faster transit
•
Deck space

